Your gifts build dreams in the Chilkat Valley

**Music & Movement**
Through your support, CVCF's $750 grant to Chilkat Valley Preschool will bring music and movement classes to our community's youngest students.

**Last Resort Consumer Fund**
Chris Kelly received support from SAIL (Southeast Alaska Independent Living) through their Last Resort Consumer Fund. CVCF's grant to this fund helped Chris pay for physical therapy following hip surgery.

**Art on Main Street**
Your support is building the Art on Main Street project! This CVCF grant to the Alaska Arts Confluence works to beautify downtown and inspire local pride.
Your Generosity Makes Grants Possible!

Donors are making a difference in the Chilkat Valley through CVCF’s annual grant cycle.

Thanks to your generosity, seven projects were awarded grants in 2013.

Sources of these grant funds: CVCF Fund $8,448; Mike Saunders Youth Activity Fund $439; Call Family Fund $338; Memorial Fund $675; and Kingfisher Consulting Mini-Tech Grant $600.

Your donations allow us to support the arts, children’s activities, cultural exploration, and social programs for residents with disabilities. Donor support has allowed CVCF to give nearly $58,000 in grants to organizations in Haines and Klukwan since 2008. Thank you for making these grants possible.

Thank You!
You Are a Living Treasure

When Al and Crystal Badgley considered their annual gift to the Chilkat Valley Community Foundation this year, they chose to honor special people in their lives: Nancy Nash, for her dedication to music through her students, school visits, and the women’s choir; Lyle Huff, a volunteer and radio personality that Al has enjoyed working with for years.

You, too, can make a donation and celebrate special people in your life!

Fellow community members honored these special individuals in 2013 as Living Treasures:
Thank you for all you do!

Michelle Byer
Liz Heywood
Charlie DeWitt
Doris Ward
Gershon Cohen
Tim Shields

Mardell Gunn
Diz Kistler
Sandy June-Degen
Mark and Diana Edwards
Georgia Haisler
Art Jess

Ed and Yuko Hays
Beth MacCready
Ralph Borders
Linda Graham
Nancy Nash
Lyle Huff
Thanks to you, the Chilkat Valley Community Foundation's endowment fund has grown to $355,000. Like the Alaska Permanent Fund, this endowment is not spent but rather managed by our partners in the Alaska Community Foundation to provide a yearly dividend that comes back to the community through grants to local causes. Your donations to the CVCF continue to have a long-term benefit to the Chilkat Valley community far into the future...

Imagine how one gift will grow

$1,000 gift today
25 Years Later
$2,033 market value
AND
$1,458 in cumulative grants
50 Years Later
$4,256 market value
AND
$4,512 in cumulative grants
75 Years Later
$8,912 market value
AND
$10,905 in cumulative grants

Graphics and estimates are for illustration purposes only. Cumulative grants are based on a 5% annual payout. Estimated market value is based on a 3% return on investment net of fees and grants. Source: Baltimore Community Foundation.

Donors December 1, 2012 – November 30, 2013

Businesses and Fishermen Invest in the Community

In 2013 the Chilkat Valley Community Foundation launched its Businesses Building Community campaign and it is proceeding very well. Dozens of local businesses and fishermen donated more than $9,200, putting us well on the way to reaching our $20,000 campaign goal. Their donations also helped secure an additional $10,000 in matching funds from the Rasmuson Foundation in 2013. Quite a haul for the community!

A BIG THANK YOU to the following businesses and fishermen for making a positive impact on our community in so many ways:

Alaska Power and Telephone
Alaska Wildsides Inc
Bear Star Web Design
Catotti and Goldberg Art Studio
Chilkat Valley Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine
Commonwealth Cares
Constantine Metal Resources Ltd
Dawson Construction
Dr. Len Feldman, MD
Fireweed Restaurant
First National Bank of Alaska (2012 gift)
Fun Tickets
Haines Skagway Fast Ferry LLC
Houlberg Plumbing and Heating LLC
Kingfisher Consulting LLC
Lutak Lumber & Supply Inc
Lynn Canal Corporation

M & D Ward Inc
Mountain Market Corporation
Pyramid Island Press
Resources and Results Consulting LLC
St. James Place
SeaOtter WoodWorks Inc
Southeast Road Builders Inc
Takshanuk Mountain Trail
The Parts Place
Vince Hansen, dba Vince Hansen
Weldon Excavating

F/V Growler
F/V Lynn Christine
F/V Linda D
F/V Memories
F/V Sheri Marie

The Businesses Building Community Campaign is still underway so please consider a gift and join these local businesses and fishermen in their community investment.

Chilkat Valley Community Foundation Memorial Fund

2013 Memorial Gifts made in memory of
❤ Ron Sparks, Sr.
❤ Ellen Borders
❤ Lyn Dunbar
❤ Kathleen Moonan Johnson
❤ Bob June
❤ Babe and Evelyn Badgley
❤ Elisabeth Sheldon Hakkinen
❤ Harriet Sheldon Brakken
❤ Russell Bolick
❤ Ted Lynch
❤ David C. Ward

Memorial Fund Founding Donations
❤ Walter Feit ❤ Ted & Leola Myren ❤ Bud & Shirley Barber ❤ Phil Lende ❤ Sally Vuillet ❤
❤ Roderick William Ross ❤ Hugh Malone ❤ Russell Bolick ❤ Martha K. Jones ❤ Wilma Henderson ❤
❤ Lyn Dunbar ❤ Ellen Borders ❤ Madeleine Shields ❤ Stanley G. Laing ❤ Rip Streater ❤
❤ Norm Smith, Sr. ❤ Charles & Mary Jo Meizner ❤ Jim & Rachel McDonough ❤
❤ Louis & Hazel Nelson ❤ Dorothy & Clifford Fossman ❤
Apply for your 2013 Permanent Fund online

and you can share part of your dividend with the Chilkat Valley Community Foundation, an affiliate of the Alaska Community Foundation. It’s your chance to give a gift that will benefit the Chilkat Valley forever!

Look what you funded last year!

Southeast Alaska State Fair
Fairgrounds Improvements

A new community venue! CVCF joined several other funders to create this multi-purpose park at the SE Alaska State Fairgrounds.

Friends of the Library
Project Bum Comfort

New padded chairs at the library have replaced the cold metal ones! CVCF funds helped the Friends of the Library make this transition from old and cold to new and comfy.

Lynn Canal Counseling Technology Upgrades

Increased efficiency gives clinicians more time for direct services with clients. CVCF grant funds helped Lynn Canal Counseling purchase the technology needed to expedite documentation procedures.
A Gift that Keeps on Giving: Donor Makes Grants Possible with a Recurring Gift

Deborah Davis is impacting the lives of Chilkat Valley residents thanks to her fixed, monthly donations to CVCF. Deb’s smaller, monthly donations will add up to a significant annual gift that continues to grow. The generosity of Deb and other CVCF donors allows us to make annual grants of more than $10,000 into our community.

“I have been a donor to the Chilkat Valley Community Foundation since the first year. I love the community of Haines and want to give back. I believe CVCF is an excellent way to accomplish that goal. I was excited to learn recently that I could go to the website and donate on a monthly basis billed to my credit card. I like knowing that I am making monthly contributions that will benefit the community. For me, smaller monthly donations are easier than writing a check in larger amounts once or twice a year. I hope that anyone who wants to contribute will see this as an easy, convenient, and budget-friendly way to give.”

Want to impact the lives of Chilkat Valley residents with a recurring gift? Visit www.chilkatvalleycf.org email chilkatvalley@chilkatvalleycf.org call 766-6868 or...